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An n-dimensional (convex) polytope is said to have few vertices if their 
number does not exceed n + 3. Similarly, a simplicial n-sphere with few vertices 
would not contain more than n + 4 of them. We want to show that all such 
spheres are realizable as boundary complexes of polytopes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a complex we shall always understand a finite collection of convex 
simplices contained in the Euclidean space Ed, for some d > 0, with the 
usual closedness- and intersection-property. Given a complex at, we 
denote by Oi(‘32) (i > -1) the set of its i-dimensional elements, by ‘!V = 
uiGi di(W) its i-skeleton, and by / !B / = UXEm X the polyhedron defined 
by %. If ‘9JI is any subset of a complex % we shall occasionally denote by 
di(m) the set {X E Ai 1 there exists ME !UI such that X is a face of M}. 
In the case of a singleton 9JI = {M} we write d<(M) instead of 
4((M)). For each simplex XE Oi(‘%) (i 3 0) we define the subcomplexes 
st(X, %) = {YE ‘!R ( there exists Z E % such that XC 2, Y C Z> and 
link(X, %) = {Yin st(X, %) / X n Y = a}. !X is said to be an n-complex, 
for some IZ > 0, if each simplex YE !R is a face of an n-simplex XE d”(g). 
Let % be an n-complex, and consider a point x E do(%). We set ast(x, 6%) = 
{YE % 1 there exists Z E A%(‘%) such that x $2, Y C Z}. Thus the notion 
of “antistar” is defined for points in n-complexes only, and it differs 
slightly from the usual one. Especially, the relation link@, 8) = st(x, %) n 
ast(x, ‘R) need not be true. A complex % is a simplicial n-sphere if there is 
a homeomorphism y: 1 !R j -+ S”, where S” stands for the unit sphere in 
En+l. We say that ‘% is realizable as boundary complex of a (n + l)- 
dimensional simplicial polytope P, if the complex ‘@, consisting of all 
proper faces of P, is isomorphic to ?R. Every simplicial2-sphere is realizable 
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in this sense, but for n 3 3 it seems quite difficult to characterize the 
boundaries of (n + 1)-polytopes among all n-spheres. We refer to the 
book [l] by B. Griinbaum and to the papers in [2, 31 for more information. 
Recently Griinbaum (oral communication) showed that each n-sphere 
with n + 3 vertices can be realized as the boundary complex of some 
(n + I)-polytope, and the purpose of this note is to show that the same 
holds for spheres with n + 4 vertices, whereas for each n 2 3 there exists 
an n-sphere with n + 5 vertices which is not realizable this way. 
2. SOME GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT ~-SPHERES 
Let XC En+2 (n 3 3) be an (n + 2)-dimensional simplex whose set of 
vertices shall be denoted by 
Llyr) = {Xl )...) xrk-Z,Yl, Y2 3 Zl, z2 I t>* 
Consider the n-complex sin spanned by the simplexes 
Z = conv {x1 ,..., x,-~ , z1 , z2 , t}, 
Ui = conv {Xl ,..., X,-2, .Yi , Zi , t}, i = 1, 2, 
6 = conv h ,..., x,-z , Y,  , y2 , 4, i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 1. For n > 3, W” is not isomorphic to a subcomplex of anl 
simplicial n-sphere. 
Proof. Otherwise we may assume 5%” C 6 for some n-sphere G. 
Since 6 is orientable, we can orient every simplex of An(5V) in such a way 
that, whenever KI , K2 E A”(P) have an (n - I)-dimensional intersection 
L, the orientation of L induced by KI is opposite to the one induced by 
K2 . But this is not possible, as a direct calculation easily shows. 
We may notice, by the way, that the boundary of 1 R3 1 is homeomorphic 
to the Klein bottle. 
The following lemmas, which we state without proof, reflect some well- 
known topologic properties of spheres: 
LEMMA 2. If ‘% C 6 is a proper subcomplex of a simplicial n-sphere 6, 
then !X cannot be a simplicial n-sphere itse[f. 
Let En be an n-dimensional subspace of En+l, and H C En+l a half-line 
issuing from the origin o E E”+l, such that H n En = (0). We set 
L” = En v H. 
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LEMMA 3. There is no continuous monomorphism y: Ln + 1 6 1, where 
6 is a simplicial n-sphere. 
If 6 is a simplicial n-sphere and t a point of do(S), we denote by int 
1 ast (t, G) j the interior of / ast(t, G) I with respect to the usual topology of 
/ 6 1. Rather than Lemma 3 itself we shall use the following immediate 
corollary: 
LEMMA 4. For every simplicial n-sphere 6, and every t E AO(G), 
( link(t, G) / n int I ast(t, S) ) = O. 
3. ON *-DIAGRAMS 
Let P be a simplicial (n + l)-polytope with n + 3 vertices (n 3 2) and 
‘$ the boundary complex of P. There is a unique decomposition of 
do(@) into two disjoint subsets A, B such that An(@) coincides with the set 
{conv(A - {a} u B - (6)) I a E A, b E B}. 
We call A and B the characteristic subsets of A”(‘$), and denote the facet 
conv(A - {a} u B - {b} by a*b. A set 9X CA”(@) is a *-diagram (with 
respect to P, an ordering of A and an ordering of B), if a*b E ‘9.X and 
a’ < a, b’ < b always implies a’*b’ E !IJI. The following lemma simply 
restates the result 6.3.4 of [I]: 
LEMMA 5. Let P be an (n + I)-polytope with n + 3 vertices and 
% C $I an n-complex such that 
(1) A’Y’W is a *-diagram with respect to P, 
(2) AO('W = A"($>, ~IJ # ‘@. 
Then there is a simplicial (n + I)-polytope Q and a vertex go of Q for 
which ‘S = ast(q, , a). 
Let 2% be the complex consisting of an n-simplex together with all its 
faces, and %n the corresponding boundary complex. With these notions 
we can characterize all n-complexes on n + 2 vertices. 
LEMMA 6. Every n-complex with n + 2 vertices is isomorphic either 
to *+l or to one of the complexes %in (1 < i < n) arising from 2” by 
stellar subdivision at an i-dimensional face. 
The main purpose of this section is to characterize the *-diagrams by 
means of a weak local condition. An n-complex 9I is called regular if, for 
each YE An-2(‘S), the complex link( Y, %) is connected. 
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LEMMA 7. Let P be a simplicial (n + I)-polytope with n + 3 vertices 
and % C $ a regular n-complex (n > 2). Then An(%) is a *-diagram with 
respect to P. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension n. The case n = 2 
can easily be verified by direct inspection. So let us assume n > 2, and 
consider first those n-complexes ‘% for which AO(Cn) f- do($). card 
do(%) = n + 1 implies that An(%) is a single n-simplex, and our assertion 
is trivial, so consider the case card A”(%) = n + 2. We denote the 
characteristic sets of vertices of the polytope P by A and B, and may 
suppose that a, E A is the vertex not contained in do(%). Therefore 
‘9I C ast(a, , ‘$). A” ast(a, , $) consists of all facets a,*b, with b E B. We 
set B, = (b E B / ao*b E A7L(%)), and order the sets A and B such that 
a, < a for all a E A, and b, < 6, for all b, E B, , b, E B - B, . With 
respect to these orderings A’l(%) clearly is a *-diagram. Finally, if ‘% C $3 
contains every vertex of P, we choose t E do(%) such that card An(ast(t, a)) 
is as large as possible; the regularity of % implies that ast(t, %) contains at 
least two n-simplexes. If some vertex x0 E ast(t, ‘%) belongs to the interior, 
with respect to the topology of / ‘$ /, of ( ast(t, %) 1, we conclude by 
Lemma 4 that x0 and t are not connected by an edge KE Al($) or, in 
other words, are simplicial vertices in P. Such vertices can occur only if P 
is a bipyramid over an n-dimensional simplex, and the characteristic 
subsets of do($) are A = (t, x0) and B = do@) - A. Further, since 
x0 E int 1 ast(t, %) / C int I ast(t, $8) (, we find that 1 link(x, , ‘%) 1 = relbd 
conv B, and therefore link(t, %) C link(x, , ‘%). 
This immediately allows us to find appropriate orderings of A and B. 
Assume then that no vertex of P belongs to int j ast(t, ‘3) /. X2 = ast(t, %) 
is an n-complex on n + 2 vertices, so by Lemma 6, Lemma 2, and the 
above assumption Q is isomorphic to Zi” for some i, 1 < i < n - 1. By 
h we denote the subcomplex of Q corresponding to the boundary of the 
n-cell / Q 1. Our next step is to prove that link(t, %) is a subcomplex of 6. 
Otherwise there exists an n-simplex TE st(t, %) such that T’ = conv 
(do(T) - {t}) does not belong to a. We set C = n do(X), for x E An(Q), 
and D = do(Q) - C. 6 is isomorphic to the boundary complex of an 
n-polytope with n + 2 vertices, and C, D are the characteristic subsets of 
A”($). We set X = C n A”(T’) and want to show that card X = 
card C - 2. Indeed, card X < card C - 3 would mean AO(T’) < card 
X + card D < card C + card D - 3 = n - 1, but T’ is an (n - l)- 
simplex. If we had card X = card C - 1, we would find for the set 
Y = D n do(T) that card Y = card D - 1, which means that T’ is a 
facet of 6, contrary to our assumption. card X = card C, or X = C, is 
excluded by Lemma 4, for conv C contains points of int / Q 1 = 
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int I ast(t, ‘3) [. So, let us write C = X u {cl, cs}. Considering the faces 
conv(X u (D - d)), for d E D, we deduce from the regularity of ‘3 that, 
for each d E D, either d*c, or d*cz belongs to link(t, $3). Notice in this 
context that, for each d, conv(X u D - (d}) E 6 and conv(X u D - (4) 
C T. We want to prove the stronger result that either for all d E D, d*c, E 
link(t, !R), or for all d E D, d*c2 E link(t, ‘3). Otherwise choose dI , d, E D 
such that dI * c1 and d, * c2 belong to link(t, !R), set X0 = X u D - 
{dI , d,}, and consider the following five elements of A”(%): 
T = conv (X0 u (4 , d,} u {t>), 
Ui = conv (X0 u {ci , di} u {t}), i = 1, 2, 
Vi = conv (X0 u {cl , c2} u {d& i = 1, 2. 
The complex generated by them is isomorphic to A”; since it is a subcom- 
plex of !X and therefore of an n-sphere, we have reached a contradiction to 
Lemma 1. So we may assume that, for all d E D, d * c, E link(t, a). But 
this means that card d”(ast(c, , ‘%)) > card D + card(T) > card D = 
card d”(ast(t, %)), contrary to the choice oft, and the proof of the relation 
link(t, !JJ) Cd is completed. 9 = link(t, %) has to be a regular (n - I)- 
subcomplex of the (n - I)-sphere 6, for otherwise the corresponding 
conditions for ‘3 would be violated. By the inductive hypothesis the sets 
C and D can be ordered in such a way that, whenever c, c’ E C and d, 
d’ ED are such that c’ < c, d’ < d, and c * d E O”-‘(g), the simplex 
c’ * d’ E A@) also belongs to ?_). Consider the characteristic sets A, B of 
the original (n + I)-polytope P. We may assume that the vertex t belongs 
to A, and let B,, C B be the set of those vertices b E B for which the facet 
b * t E O~(‘?@) belongs to Q = ast(t, %). Since C = n do(X), for X E A”(D), 
we find C = (A - {t}) u (B - B,), and therefore D = B, . We order A 
and B such that t < a for all a E A - {t}, that b, < b, whenever b, E B, 
and b, E B - B. , and, furthermore, the orderings of B. = D and A - (t} 
C C are induced by the orderings defined earlier for D and C. In order to 
prove that On@) is a *-diagram with respect to these orderings, consider 
elements a’ ,( a of A and b’ ,( b of B, with a * b E O”(%). The case 
a = t is trivial, so assume a E A - {t}. We must have b E B, , for b E B - B, , 
together with link(t, %) C 6, implies conv B, C conv(A - (a, t} U B - {b}) 
C 6, contradicting the fact that B. = D is a characteristic subset of 
do@). The conclusion a’ * b’ Ed”, which completes our proof, 
immediately follows. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 6 be a simplicial n-sphere with n +- 4 vertices. Then 
6 can be realized as the boundary complex of a convex (n + I)-polytope. 
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Proof. We may assume II > 3. Let X E on-l(G) be any (n - 1)-face. 
[t is easy to see, for example by Lemma 3, that there are exactly two 
g-faces F1 , F, E d”(G) containing X. We choose sO E do(G) - dO({F, , F,}) 
and set ‘8 = ast(s, , S). From the fact that the link of any (n - 2)-face 
in a simplicial n-sphere has to be a simple (one-dimensional) circuit, we 
immediately conclude that the n-complex % is regular. We choose t E do(%) 
such that card on(ast(t, %)) is as large as possible, and by construction 
we see card d”(ast(t, 91)) >, 2. We set Q = ast(t, ‘8) and 9 = link(t, %). 
Q is an n-complex on n + 2 vertices and, by Lemma 6 and Lemma 2, 
) a / is an n-cell. Again we denote the subcomplex of B corresponding to 
its boundary by 6, and we want to show ‘1) C d. Assume first that some 
vertex x0 E do(Q) belongs to the interior of [ Q ( with respect to the natural 
topology of j 6 1. This is possible only if Q is isomorphic to Zn71. Further, 
by Lemma 4, x0 is not connected to t by an edge K E Al(G), which imme- 
diately implies ‘D C 6. If do(Q) = do@), the argument is literally the same 
as the corresponding one in the proof of Lemma 7. We set A = n do (X), 
for XE AR(Q) and B = O”(a) - A, where 1 < card A < n, 2 < card 
B < n + 1. Choose an (n + 1)-polytope P with n + 3 vertices whose 
characteristic sets C = (co} u C’, co $ C’, and D have cardinalities card 
C = card A + 1, card D = card B. Define an imbedding y: % + ‘$ as 
follows: First let 9 iA : A ---f C’ and 9 ( B : B + D be arbitrary bijections, 
and set q(t) = co. If X E ‘% is an i-cell, for i > 1, set y(X) = conv v(fl”(X)). 
Notice that, for every X E ‘Jz, y,(X) E $. This is clear for X E Q = ast(t, ‘S), 
and follows from link(t, ‘%) C 6 for XE st(t, 8). Since y is an imbedding 
of % into ‘$, we find that the n-complex s% = {F(X) ! XE ‘%} is a regular 
subcomplex of ‘$. By Lemma 7, O”(S) is a *-diagram with respect to P. 
Furthermore, card do(%) = card O”(%) = II + 3, and, by Lemma 2, 
% + $. Lemma 5 guarantees the existence of a simplicial (n + l)- 
polytope R with II + 4 vertices and a vertex r. E do(G) for which % = 
ast(r, , $). It is easy to see that v: ‘S -+ % can be extended to a simplicial 
isomorphism between 6 and fi. 
5. ON SPHERES WITH MORE VERTICES 
There is, for each n 3 3, an n-sphere which has n + 5 vertices and is not 
isomorphic to the boundary complex of an (n + I)-polytope. By adding 
pyramids we conclude that the same holds for n-spheres with n + k 
vertices, for every k > 5. 
PROPOSITION 2. For each n >, 3 there is a simplicial n-sphere B,, with 
n + 5 vertices such that 
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(1) j B, I is the boundary of an (n + I)-polytope P, , 
(2) there is a vertex s, E A”(G,) such that P, is a pyramid with apex 
s n2 and no face of P, containing s, has a vertex of 6, in its relative interior, 
(3) 6, is not realizable as boundary complex of a simplicial (n + I)- 
polytope. 
Prooj: We proceed by induction on n. For n = 3, consider the J-sphere 
6 on 8 vertices described in [3]. There is a vertex s E do(G) whose link is 
isomorphic to the boundary complex of an octahedron. We may assume 
that ast (s, G) is imbedded in E3 C E4 such that 1 ast(s, 6) / = 0, where 0 
is a (skew) octahedron with boundary complex link(s, 6). We choose 
s, in E4 - E3 and set P3 = conv(0 u {s3}), 6, = ast(s, G) U {conv 
(‘s3} u F) 1 FE link(s, S)}. P3 , 6, , and the vertex s, obviously have the 
required properties for n = 3. Now let n 3 3, 6, , P,L C E?“+l C En+2, and 
s, be given according to the inductive hypothesis. Set 
2 - {conv({s,} u F j FE ast(s, , GJ} u ast(s, , GJ. IhAl - 
Of course ) L),+1 j = P, . Further the subcomplex consisting of those 
elements of &+, which lie on the boundary of P, coincides with 6, . Now 
we choose s,+~ in En+-% - EnAl. The complex 
6 n+l = %.l u {conv({s,+l> ” F> I FE CA 
the polytope P,,, = conv({s,+l} u P,), and the vertex s,+~ fulfill the 
conditions of Proposition 2. In order to verify (3), for example, assume 
that G,,, is realizable as boundary complex of a polytope Q. The vertex 
figure of s,+~ in Q, which is isomorphic to 6, , would also be realizable, 
contrary to the inductive hypothesis. 
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